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Floral Crown by Jennifer Collier
You will need:

Base material, like a length of ivy (used here) but anything long and flexible will work such as:
long twigs, string, rope, ribbon, twine, pipe cleaners etc.
Flowers (daisies, buttercups or dandelions which you can collect on a walk) leaving the stalk
long.
Scissors
* With one end of your base material (I have used a length of ivy, but anything long and flexible
will work) measure the circumference of your head and start twisting the material round from
this point. The more twisted it is, the stronger it will be and the more gaps you will have to
poke flowers into.
* Decide which is the nicest bit and make this the front by adding your first, and nicest flower
here. Poke the stalk thought the base materials of the crown and weave it in and out a few
times to secure it.
*I then put another focal feature flower on either side of this, as in nature things in threes are
the most aesthetically pleasing.
* Now start weaving in the smaller flowers, working from the centre out each time, and ensure
the stalks are poked through in several places so the flowers don’t just fall out. I found a variety
of colours and sizes work well.
* When you are not wearing this it makes a lovely floral display propped on a mantlepiece or
windowsill.
*And I have found once the flowers wilt, you can simply replace them, as the crown itself will
last quite a long time.
*Wear it all the time- It is not possible to feel sad whilst wearing a floral crown! I have taking
to wearing one all the time at the moment…
And PLEASE or do pass on this make to loved ones, to friends, colleges and students. And
please do share pictures of them on social media using the hashtag #jennifercolliermake so I
can enjoy them too!

